Early infancy is a time of remarkable sensorimotor learning and rapid cognitive growth. Such development offers a rich source of inspiration for models that might allow robotic systems to learn cumulatively and autonomously. This article consists of three parts. The first part introduces the key issues from a robotics perspective. In particular, we promote a constructivist approach in which synthesis provides complementary insights to analytical methods. The second part presents the findings of a detailed review of infant development, from conception to 12 months. This produced explicit timelines that display the relative ordering of emergent competencies and concomitant stages in behavior. The final part shows how this infant framework can be mapped into the robotic domain in order to construct and explore developmental algorithms for robots. This work explores the use of constraints on perception, cognition, and action in shaping emergent activity, and how constraints relate to staged behavior and competence learning. We draw on examples from our previous experiments and show how we are applying this developmental approach to an iCub humanoid robot.
Introduction
The work reported in this article is motivated by one of the most fundamental problems in current robotics: the achievement of autonomy. An autonomous robot must be robust in coping with unexpected events, produce appropriate responses and learn from experience. For robots to be truly autonomous they must be capable of continuously developing within their environment, be motivated to explore and learn new abilities, and be able to adapt and build upon these abilities. These are requirements that bring many extremely demanding problems for the robotics researcher, but of course, they are manifestly satisfied in biology by billions of humans and other animals. We will refer to robots here, but it should be clear that issues, such as complex adaptation, cumulative learning, motivation, and the structuring of experience, are equally of relevance to the modeling and understanding of human behavior. Our particular interests focus on cumulative learning over a range of tasks during a system's lifetime. We can define a ''lifetime'' as the period of survival during which the system functions reasonably effectively, and strictly without technical support or reprogramming, until the point of significant failure or deterioration.
Despite many years of research, and some impressive examples, such truly autonomous robot systems do not yet exist. We recognize the remarkable achievements of some of the current machine learning techniques but these invariably deal with only single tasks and have difficulty in transferring skills and knowledge between tasks. There remain many problems and our knowledge is still insufficient to cover all the issues involved. Even for robots with limited sensing and actuating capabilities the complexity arising from interactions with the real world makes unconstrained learning unreliable and computationally demanding. Humans, by comparison, display remarkable talents in these areas, and are unfazed by situations that would disrupt a robot. Human infants, for example, are able to learn much about their world in a very short period of time. They are able to coordinate their limbs within a few months, can reach to visual stimuli by 5 months, crawl by 9 months, respond to their name by 10 months, walk by 13 months, and begin to use words around 14 months.
Robotics research often uncovers new complexities or necessary competences that further highlight the remarkable cognitive performance of humans. For this reason the study of intelligent, autonomous agents is a truly multidisciplinary field that has a central focus on cognition, in both human and artificial systems. This article introduces a neglected aspect of learning and adaptation: the growth of cognition through development. The neglect is not one of psychological investigation but is in the modeling and testing of ideas for mechanisms (algorithms) that could display or explain cognitive development. By building explicit models we can gain insight and, hopefully, produce better implementations of learning agents. In this article we present a road map of infant development as an important first step and argue that this offers a powerful resource for building working models of cognitive growth. Our approach is based on the ideas of shaping and emergent stages of competence produced through interactive behavior in the agent's environment. We show how constraints are important for structuring learning from experience. We also illustrate how we are applying these methods by describing the architecture of our ongoing implementation on an iCub humanoid robot.
We approach this general problem area with two adopted principles: first we accept the ''embodied intelligence'' viewpoint which argues that truly autonomous intelligent agents must be embodied, situated, and embedded in an environment; and second, we take a developmental stance in which early experience provides essential formative influences that help to structure later, more complex, learning.
The Embodiment movement has had considerable success over the last decade or so in improving robot models and understanding. The fact that the best exemplars of autonomous embodied systems are to be found in the natural world has spurred much biologically inspired robotics research, drawing on ideas and models from brain science (neurology, anatomy, and physiology), psychology (behavior, perception, and psychophysics), cognitive science, ethology, and even evolutionary theory. Embodiment is seen as a vital property of autonomous systems because any understanding of the environment must be built up from sensorimotor activity, and the morphology and physical hardware of an agent is an essential factor in determining both its behavior and the extent of its cognitive abilities. We also note that grounded cognition is a major theme in cognitive science (Barsalou, 2010) . We take the view of others that any internally processed information must be grounded in meanings ultimately derived by sensing and acting in the environment (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999) , thus all cognitive competencies are grounded in sensorimotor origins. This is why robotics is an excellent framework for autonomous systems research: it forces issues like sensing, perception, action, adaptation, learning, and behavior to be exposed in an integrated and challenging framework.
Developmental robotics (Asada et al., 2009 ) is a new approach that emphasizes the role of environmental and internal factors in shaping behavior, inspired by ontogenetic growth and informed by much relevant psychological literature. Human development is characterized by notable changes and sequences of behavior. This is seen most strongly in infancy as one pattern of behavior supersedes or merges into another. These regularities are the basis of the concept of behavioral stages: identifiable periods of growth and consolidation. One of the most influential figures in the study of staged growth has been Jean Piaget who emphasized the importance of sensorimotor interaction, staged competence learning, and a constructivist approach (Piaget, 1973) . Stages tend to have vague boundaries and vary greatly between individuals, and this has led to some controversy about their relevance. Nevertheless, the existence of stages in development is not controversial (they form the basis of many medical diagnosis procedures for infants) and their role in the growth of cognition is potentially very significant.
We believe that research into developmental algorithms for robotics should begin with, and be firmly rooted in, the early sensorimotor period. This is for several reasons: (a) it is logical and methodologically sound to begin at the earliest stages because the effects of early experiences are highly likely to determine the path and form of subsequent growth in ways that may be crucial; (b) according to Piaget, the sensorimotor period consists of six stages that include concepts such as motor effects, object permanence, causality, imitation, and play-these are all issues of much relevance to robotics; (c) sensorimotor adaptation and learning is a vital first level for autonomous robots; (d) it seems possible that sensorimotor coordination is a significant general principle of cognition (Pfeifer & Scheier, 1997) . We very much appreciate the ''Six Lessons from Babies'' of Smith and Gasser (2005) who argue that grounding and early start points are crucial for the growth of adaptive intelligence.
Hence, we are investigating the earliest level of sensorimotor development: the emerging control of the body parts and sensory systems during the first months after birth. To the casual observer the newborn human infant may seem helpless and slow to change but, in fact, this is a period of the most rapid and profound growth and adaptation. From spontaneous, uncoordinated, apparently random movements of the limbs the infant gradually gains control of the available parameters, and learns to coordinate sensory and motor signals to produce purposive acts in egocentric space (Angulo-Kinzler, Ulrich, & Thelen, 2002; Gallahue, 1982) .
Shaping and constraints
One approach to the problem of learning complex actions from primitive beginnings is that of shaping. Shaping refers to the refinement and mastery of a sequence of skills as they become progressively harder (Erez & Smart, 2008) . In essence, shaping is a staged process of development. In order to achieve some desired skill, the agent is subject to a number of stages of learning, each with a goal that takes it closer to achieving the desired skill. Robotic examples of abilities learned through shaping include reaching (Schlesinger, Parisi, & Langer, 2000) and imitation (Kaplan, Oudeyer, Kubinyi, & Miklo´si, 2002) .
Computer models of shaping are designed as supervised, iterative processes and thus there is a need for the implementer to identify the goals and sequences to follow during learning. This may lead to engineered solutions that are only appropriate to the learning of specific skill sets. Also, shaping is often seen as a reinforcement learning (RL) problem in which a rich reward scheme effectively guides progress. However, as Erez and Smart (2008) show, there are at least six different dimensions that can be explored in shaping and current RL methods effectively cover only one approach.
Shaping is also known as scaffolding and has a considerable literature in child development and educational theory. However, during very early infancy, and particularly for the newborn, the scope for supervised learning is extremely limited. We therefore are interested in unsupervised shaping and propose a mechanism involving internal constraints whereby the effect of shaping is achieved using simple intrinsic motivation instead of goal structures. In order to replace explicit reward we use novelty, in the form of any unexpected event, to motivate action. Current work on intrinsic motivation (Oudeyer, Kaplan, & Hafner, 2007 ) is examining the drivers for selfmotivation, of which expectation and novelty are integral aspects.
Human infants are restricted in their development by a wide range of constraints. These may be cognitive, sensorimotor, anatomical, or maturational, but all act to limit the abilities and actions of the infant at various times. These constraints do not negatively affect the development of the infant, but rather prevent overextension. By reducing complexity or bandwidth they restrict the task space and effectively act to shape learning, limiting interactions and reducing the perceived complexity of the environment (Bruner, 1990; Rutkowska, 1994) . When a satisfactory level of competence at some task has been reached, then a new level of task or difficulty may be exposed by the lifting of a constraint (Rutkowska, 1994) . Thus, constraints are gradually eased or released, allowing the infant to advance into a new stage of development. In this way, the properties of the newly scoped task are explored and are built on the accumulated experience of the levels before.
Many examples of internal sensory and motor constraints are seen in the newborn. For example, the neonate has a very restricted visual system, with a kind of tunnel vision (Hainline, 1998) where the horizontal width of view grows from 30 at 2 weeks of age to 60 at 10 weeks (Tronick, 1972) . Although this may seem restricted, these initial constraints on focus and visual range are effectively ''tuned'' to just that region of space where the mother has the maximum chance of being seen by the newborn. When ''mother detection'' has been established then the constraint can be relaxed and the scope of attention expands to find other visual stimuli.
As we focus on early sensorimotor development, we are concerned with such constraints on these systems as well as any constraints that emerge from the actual physical properties and hardware features of the agent. These include sensory characteristics, motor parameters, mechanical properties from anatomical and morphological considerations, as well as general maturational limitations and environmental effects.
In our current research we are following these ideas of staged development and building robotic learning architectures in which sensorimotor competence grows cumulatively. By following the human pattern of learning, we hope to generate robots that are capable of shaping and adapting their behaviors in a robust and scalable way. Our method involves the recognition of the role of constraints and their exploitation for restricting the learning tasks, so that prevailing constraint regimes modulate the growth of emergent competencies that build on each other progressively.
To create such developmental systems we must first familiarize ourselves with the processes of development in infancy, and then consider how such biological processes can be transferred to a robot. This article is intended as an exposition of this approach. In the next part, Sections 3, 4, and 5, we focus on a review of human infant development from conception to 12 months. For this period, we describe the neurological activity behind sensor and motor functionality; summarize the considerable literature from both neuroscience and developmental psychology outlining the changes and developmental stages; and describe the maturation of observed motor behavior. In the final part, Sections 6, 7, 8, and 9, we focus on transferring these ideas to robotic systems. We describe our current progress and highlight an architecture we have developed based on these principles.
It is worth explaining why we attach importance to the fine detail of infant development as presented in the next sections. We view development as a strong guiding principle for autonomous robot learning. Our hypothesis is that development must entail the following features: an enactive, motor-centric approach; the learning of reliable sensorimotor contingencies; and the exploitation of constraint as a valuable self-organizing principle. Evolution has produced a particularly successful ontogenetic growth pattern for humans and therefore proper attention to the fine detail and subtleties of temporal and behavioral change are likely to prove essential in gaining a rich understanding of the mechanisms of development. The subtleties in behavior contain the key to mechanisms that may have wide applicability for future adaptive robots. For this reason the infant developmental data is presented in detail and has also been summarized into a detailed chart and made available as a resource for others (Law, 2010) . We hope this multidisciplinary approach, and the information contained herein, should not only be of use to the developmental robotics community, but also to those interested in modeling and possibly verifying theories of human development.
3 The effect of neural development on motor control
Infants develop at different rates, and there is no definitive schedule, although the onset of some behaviors commonly precede others. Developmental psychology supports the theory that early motor skills are related to perceptive and cognitive development (Thelen, 1995) , which varies from child to child. With the aim of describing the main changes occurring in motor development during gestation and first year of life, we will refer to the most salient contributions drawn from neurological and developmental psychology sources. This will highlight infant motor development as a dynamic and very complex system influenced by a wide range of simultaneous growing factors. As described by Brown, Omar, and O'Regan (1997) , motor behavior in the infant can be divided broadly into two classes: gross and fine. Gross motor behavior encompasses whole body movement, including posture and mobility, whereas fine motor behavior encompasses the use of individual body parts, particularly the hands and small muscle groups. The first muscular activity occurs when the heart begins to beat at around 4 weeks after conception (Hooker, 1952) . By the end of the embryonic period there are movements that occur through local stimulation of individual muscles without nervous or other external stimulations. At the final stage of prenatal development neurogenic movements appear. These kinds of movements are generated by the central nervous system at around 20 weeks after conception and are dependent upon the process of neural myelination.
The development of cortical areas and their multiple connections occurs after birth, so the motor repertoire of the newborn consists mainly of reflex actions controlled by neural structures below the level of the cortex. This kind of motility is the first stage in the development of muscles, muscle tone, and the longterm development of brain and motor features, which continues into the postnatal period and early infancy.
At birth, newborn movements are characterized almost exclusively by alternated flexion and extension movements of the limbs, and by primitive, involuntary, motor reflexes, which can be elicited by specific external stimuli. The presence of these primary reflexes demonstrates that the neonate retains some patterns of movement that involve integrated activity of multiple muscle groups (Ruggieri, Cocuzza, & Asta, 2006) . The reflexes disappear at different times in the months after birth and, with neurological maturation, the primitive motor patterns disappear before volitional cortical postures appear.
During the first year after birth, motor activity in the infant changes progressively. The general fetal movements continue to be observed during the first months, but the spontaneous movement patterns change: during the first 2 months the large amplitude and fast movements observed in the fetus become writhing movements characterized by small to moderate amplitude and speed. At the end of the second month these movement features have disappeared, while fidgety general movements have emerged. These new movements are observed in the neck, trunk, and limbs, and are characterized by small movements of moderate speed and variable acceleration in all directions (Cioni & Prechtl, 1990) . These fidgety movements are present until around 20 weeks (Prechtl, 1990) at which time intentional and postural movements begin to dominate.
The developmental motor process follows a cephalocaudal direction: beginning at the head, and flowing down to the limbs. The maturationist approach to the development of the motor system hypothesizes that changes in newborn and infant behavior directly reflect changes in the brain, especially the increasing cortical control over lower level reflexes (Gesell & Thomson, 1938; MacGraw, 1943) . This suggests that maturation of the voluntary cortical centers first inhibits subcortical or reflexive movements, and then facilitates them under a different and higher level of control. With the increase of inhibitory control of the maturing brain, the organism increasingly gains more selective control of its posture.
The following two sections describe some of the milestones of development from conception until the end of the first year after birth. We have compiled this data from a wide range of developmental and medical literature.
Development in the fetus
Prenatal age can be defined in one of two ways, either in terms of (a) conceptual age, taken from the time that fertilization occurs, which results in a normal conceptional age of 38 weeks in a newborn, or (b) gestational age, which is taken from the first day of the mother's last menstrual cycle, also called postmenstrual, and lasting for around 40 weeks. This second definition is the most common term, and the one we shall be using in this review.
Week 3. At 3 weeks the first organ to emerge is the nervous system, which initially develops as the neural tube. This is followed by the heart at around 24 days and the organism's first muscular activity, the heartbeat, at around 24-27 days (Ma¨nner, Pe´rez-Pomares, Macia, & Mun˜oz-Cha´puli, 2001; Volpe, 2008) .
Week 7. In mammals, sensory development follows a predetermined order: first of all the chemically based systems (smell and taste) develop, followed by cutaneous, vestibular, auditory, and finally visual systems (Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) . Senses of taste and smell develop in parallel, with the amniotic fluid acting as a common source of stimuli. Olfactive systems begin to develop around 5 weeks and are responsive by 7 weeks. At this time, synapse formation between the sensorial fibers and interneurons of the dorsal horns of the spinal cord enable the early development of tactile and skin perception (Humphrey, 1964; Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
The first movements within the fetus are observed between 7 and 8.5 weeks after conception. These are recorded as reflex activity (Hooker, 1952) , spontaneous global movements (De Vries, Visser, & Prechtl, 1985; Ianniruberto & Traiani, 1981) , arm movements in conjunction with the trunk (Corner, 1978; Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) , and as small and slow shifting of the fetal contours (De Vries, Visser, & Prechtl, 1984) . The small size of the fetus (about 2 cm) and limited resolution of scanning equipment restricts detailed analysis (De Vries et al., 1984) .
Week 8. Somesthetic and proprioceptive systems develop according to a cephalocaudal pattern with free nerve endings formed firstly in the mouth and in the peribuccal zone at 8-9 weeks (Lecanuet & Schaal, 1996) .
Startle-type movements comprised of quick, general, brief movements originating in the limbs and with a duration of approximately 1 s are observed. The whole body also moves at this stage, but with no discernible pattern. These movements appear graceful, and may cause the fetus to shift in position (De Vries et al., 1984) . The onset of tactile perception can also be observed at this age (Hepper, 1992; Humphrey, 1964 Humphrey, , 1970 Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
Week 9. Movements resembling hiccups, which are composed of brief, rapidly repeating, jerky movements involving sudden displacement of the diaphragm, are observed (De Vries et al., 1984) . The head displays slow retroflexion with mouth and tongue movements, anteroflexion with possible hand-face contact and sucking, and rotation (De Vries et al., 1984) . Isolated arm or leg movements, involving variable speed extension, flexion, and rotation, also appear at this time (De Vries et al., 1984) .
Week 10. At 10 weeks the fetus displays regular breathing-type movements. These involve the diaphragm, thorax, and abdomen. Swallowing of amniotic fluid may also occur (Dawes, 1973; De Vries et al., 1985; Patrick, Campbell, Carmichael, Natale, & Richardson, 1980; Patrick, Natale, & Richardson, 1978; Timor-Tritsch, Dierker, Hertz, Chik, & Rosen, 1980; Trudinger, Aust, & Knight, 1980; Visser, Goodman, Levine, & Dawes, 1982) . Frequent finger movements, hand-face contact, and stretching and yawning behavior involving elevation and rotation of the arms combined with an opening and closing of the mouth, may be observed (De Vries et al., 1984) .
The fetus can now change position in the womb by either rotating its head in relation to its trunk, or via a stepping motion (De Vries et al., 1984) .
Week 11. Tactile receptors are formed in the face, the palms of the hands, and the soles of the feet around 11 weeks. The vomeronasal organ is the last olfactory subsystem to develop, showing adult-like ciliated neuroreceptors by the 11th week (Lecanuet & Schaal, 1996) .
Week 12. By 12 weeks independent finger movements can be observed (De Vries et al., 1984) and the fetus begins to exhibit motor reactions to acoustic stimuli (Hepper, White, & Shahidullah, 1991) . There is a peak in the number of general movements (Cioni & Prechtl, 1990; Zoia et al., 2007) with retroflexion the most frequently occurring head movement, though this declines after week 12 (De Vries, 1985) .
Week 13. Motor activity is initially myogenous until week 16, after which it becomes neurogenous with the start of the myelination process. Motor stems of the spinal cord are the first structures to be myelinated by the 16th week of pregnancy and they are functionally mature at the end of the 1st month of postnatal life. Growth then continues until adolescence. Contrarily, the myelination of sensorial stems starts 1 month later than on the motor stems and goes on until the 6th month of postnatal life (Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
In the visual system, major retinal morphogenetic events occur between months 2 and 4 of gestation. Rods and future cones can be found by the end of the 3rd month, although the development of receptor cells is not completed before birth. In the macula this process lasts until a few months after birth.
Taste buds extend over all the oral mucosa by week 13 (Bradley & Mistretta, 1975; Lecanuet & Schaal, 1996; Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
Week 14. The organ of corti, which bears the auditory receptors, develops within the cochlea from the 8th week onwards. The first auditory cells and the three rows of outer hair cells can be seen as differentiated types of cells around the 10th week, but do not become functional until the 14th week when the cell positioning on the basilar membrane reaches its final stage (Hepper & Shahidullah, 1994) .
At 14 weeks neural cells in the visual cortex are limited to only bipolar neurons.
Wrist movements are also observed at around 14 weeks (De Vries et al., 1984) .
Week 16. The fetus exhibits head, body, and leg extension (De Vries et al., 1984) , and the mother can now feel its movements (DiPietro, 2005) . Slow eye movements also begin to occur. These are single, linear movements, generally from centered to a lowerouter position, followed by a slightly slower return (Birnholz, 1981) . Vestibular perception also begins around 16 weeks (Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
Week 17. According to Butterworth and Harris (1994) , between 17 and 24 weeks fetal activity generally quietens coincidentally with the development of higher brain regions. However, Ottaviano and Ottaviano (2000) indicate the start of powerful fetus movements at this time.
Week 18. The cochlea appears functional by 18-20 weeks although auditory competencies are poor. Electrophysiological responses can only be recorded for medium frequencies; there is no frequency discrimination and no temporal coding although these abilities improve rapidly. Gradually auditory thresholds decrease and frequency sensitivity widens, first in the low-frequency range followed by the high range. Finally, unit frequency sharpens (Lecanuet & Schaal, 1996) .
Well controlled eye movements, including scanning patterns, are observed around 18 weeks (De Vries et al., 1984) .
Week 19. An increasing number of head rotations is observed at around 19 weeks (De Vries, Visser, & Prechtl, 1982 , 1985 , and the fetus exhibits further motor reaction to acoustic stimuli (Birnholz & Benacerraf, 1983) .
Week 20. By week 20 the whole surface of the skin and mucosa is responsive (Humphrey, 1964 (Humphrey, , 1970 . The central nervous system of the fetus now possesses a complete functional vestibular nuclei system and a central mechanism suppressing vestibular responsiveness, which prevents the fetus from responding to every maternal motion (Prechtl, 1984) .
Week 23. By 23 weeks the eye is observed performing single slow movements and complex sequences of rapid and jerky movements. The latter includes rotational components (Birnholz, 1981; Prechtl & Lenard, 1967) .
Week 24. Fetal activity increases around 24 weeks (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) , but with a decline in the number of spontaneous global movements (Zoia et al., 2007) .
At 24-25 weeks there is complete functionality in the peripheral and central hearing systems. At this time the minimum level of sound necessary to produce an acoustic response in the fetus is around 65 dB (Pujol, Lavigne-Rebillard, & Uziel, 1990) . Within the womb, low frequency environmental sounds (< 250 Hz) are poorly attenuated by the abdominal and uterine maternal wall, whereas higher frequency sounds are increasingly attenuated in proportion to frequency. The maternal voice is transmitted through bones and tissues to the uterus, so the voice reaches the fetus with a loss of volume in the order of 8 dB. In comparison, voices from other sources reach the fetus with a loss of around 22 dB. The maternal voice is, therefore, the main acoustic stimulus perceived by the fetus (Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
By this time, the cutaneous, taste, olfactory, vestibular, and auditory systems are all functional (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) . Thumb-sucking behavior is observed (De Vries et al., 1984) , and there is an increase in rapid eye movements (Birnholz, 1981; Prechtl & Lenard, 1967) .
Week 25. By 25 weeks, the fetus begins to learn olfactory stimuli including that of the amniotic fluid and maternal body (Lecanuet & Schaal, 1996) .
Week 26. The eyes of the fetus open around week 26
and the visual system becomes active (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) . The heart beat of the fetus can also be observed to change in response to acoustic stimuli (Gagnon, Hunse, Carmichael, Fellows, & Patrik, 1987; Kisilevsky & Muir, 1991; Kisilevsky, Muir, & Low, 1992; Zimmer et al., 1993) .
Week 28. The grasp reflex emerges (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) , and a palpebral reflex can be elicited in response to acoustic stimuli (Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
Week 29. By the third trimester (29-40 weeks) all the chemosensory systems of the nose are functionally ready; the nostrils have opened and enable stimulation through the inhalation of amniotic fluid (Lecanuet & Schaal, 1996) .
Week 30. Mechanical functioning of the cochlea is mature by 30-35 weeks, but the responsiveness of the fetus indicates that it is initially more receptive to sounds in the lower parts of the adult frequency range. As it matures, the receptive frequency range increases, and the intensity level required to elicit a response decreases (Hepper & Shahidullah, 1994) .
From 30 to 40 weeks the number of neurons in the visual cortex increases considerably, alongside functional maturation of the lateral geniculate corpus (Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000; Takashima, Becker, Armstrong, & Chan, 1981) . The latter reaches an adult-like laminar structure during the last 10 weeks prior to birth, although visual afferent pathways do not become mature until the 6th postnatal month (Garey & de Courten, 1983; Hickey & Guillery, 1981; Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
Between 30 and 42 weeks rapid oscillatory eye movements are observed (Birnholz, 1981; Prechtl & Lenard, 1967) .
Week 31. Between 31 and 36 weeks the fetus begins to learn familiar sounds (Hepper & Shahidullah, 1994) .
Week 32. By 32 weeks sounds of 40-50 dB are sufficient to produce fetal response. High volume sounds produce tachycardia-like responses, whereas low volume sounds induce bradycardia-like responses (Starr, Amlie, Martin, & Sanders, 1977; Zimmer et al., 1993) .
By around 32 weeks the myelination process increases in somesthetic pathways and the fetus becomes clearly sensitive to tactile stimulations. This process continues until around 20-24 months after birth (Ottaviano & Ottaviano, 2000) .
Development in the infant
From birth to the end of the 1st year of life, infant development proceeds from behaviors heavily influenced by their physiological context, within which a wide range of stimulation occurs, towards emotional reactions and motor actions gradually more integrated, self-regulated, and intentionally planned (Sroufe, 1997) . The newborn's pre-emotional reactions and immature perceptual and neurological features, drive gradually and firstly towards the control of proximal body regions (head and trunk) and then to the distal parts (arms, legs, hands, feet, larynx, and sphincters) until the appearance of autonomously and integrated explorative motor competences that allow effective exploration of the environment. Perceptual and motor systems represent crucial domains whose integration originate higher levels of cognition in very young children, such as executive functions, planning and self-regulation, and language. Indeed the period between 8 and 12 months is crucial in the development of the frontal lobes (Paterson, Heim, Thomas Friedman, Choudhury, & Benasich, 2006) . In the 1st year of life the child is strongly engaged in integrating different kinds of perceptive stimuli and in experiencing the coordination of elementary patterns of movement. Motor babbling and oral exploration represent two important and precocious processes through which the child discovers his body and his environment and leads on to major motor milestones (Iverson, Hall, Nickel, & Wozniak, 2007) .
Birth. At birth an infant has relatively poor muscle control and tone. It tends to adopt a fetal posture with its head turned to one side (Sheridan, 1973; Shirley, 1933) . When lifted, or pulled to sitting, limb and neck muscles demonstrate only enough tone to hold for a few seconds before relaxing (Sheridan, 1973) . Eye muscles are the most active, possibly due to the high power to weight ratio.
The senses are all partially developed at birth (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) . The neonate can recognize sounds, being both able to identify its mothers voice (De Casper & Fifer, 1980) and the direction of a sound source (Muir & Field, 1979) . It will freeze in response to quiet, continuous sounds, but will blink or open its eyes wide in response to sudden noise (Sheridan, 1973) . The neonate demonstrates taste preferences (Steiner, 1979) ; recognizes smells, including its mothers (by 6 days; MacFarlane, 1975) ; and responds to tactile stimulus. The most underdeveloped sense is perhaps that of vision, although this is deemed sufficient for an infant's needs (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) .
The neonate is capable of some coarse color perception (Adams, Courage, & Mercer, 1994) , but sees a diffuse image with a lack of clarity in the center of the visual field (Oates, Wood, & Grayson, 2005) . It has a preference for simple visual stimuli, and for curves, moving stimuli, three-dimensional stimuli, and for faces (Fantz, 1963) . As it becomes older, the infant will begin to prefer more complex shapes. Neonates have also been shown to prefer their mothers' faces when shown alongside that of a stranger (Bushnell, 2001; Field, Cohen, Garcia, & Greenburg, 1984) . The neonate is attracted to diffuse lights and will turn its eyes to look at them, but shows aversion to sudden bright light by closing its eyes (Sheridan, 1973) . The resolution of the neonates vision, and its sensitivity to stimulus, are initially low, but improve over the first 6 months (Hainline, 1998) .
Many reflexes are active at birth. These include: the stepping reflex, elicited when the neonate is supported upright, with some pressure on the soles of its feet (Illingworth, 1983) ; startle reflex, where the neonate extends its arms and spreads its fingers in response to falling or sudden noise (Illingworth, 1983) ; rooting reflex, which turns the head toward a cutaneous stimulus applied to the cheek; grasp reflex, in which the hand closes around an object placed in the palm (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) ; and the tonic neck reflex, which is thought to have the effect of bringing the infant's hand into the field of view (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) .
Birth-1 Month. At birth myelination of the afferent acoustic pathways begins. These are the last sensory pathways to start the process, which does not conclude until the 4th year of life. Intensity and pitch discriminations may be mediated at subcortical levels, whereas cortical levels are required for discrimination of temporal patterns. The reticular formation, which is involved in all attentional processes, also begins myelination at birth and this continues until the end of the second decade of life. This enables strong modification of attentional capabilities during the developmental period.
In the visual system, the peripheral retinal area is almost mature, in contrast to the fovea which is very immature and whose structure will not become adultlike until the 11th month after birth. The infant can initially only focus at a distance of around 21 cm, and nonconjugate vision is common (Fiorentino, 1981) . Interestingly, this focal distance relates to the distance to the mother's face when held (Butterworth & Harris, 1994) . Eye saccades are relatively few in number, and fixate on object edges, rather than internal features (Maurer & Maurer, 1988) . The infant stares at diffuse lights and colors, and is attracted to moving objects within its focal range (Sheridan, 1973) .
Unlike the sensory system, the newborn motor system is very immature. However, the newborn does have a much larger repertoire of movements than are observed in the fetus. In particular many of the so-called primitive reflexes, which appear soon after birth, are not present in the fetal stage (Piek, 2006) . Primitive postural reflexes occur later in infancy and are important for the development of spontaneous movements, though more recently new data has suggested that reflex activity is causally independent of emerging voluntary control (McDonnell, Corkum, & Wilson, 1989; Prechtl, 1993; Thelen, 1979) . Muscle tone improves, and neck tone becomes sufficient for the infant to lift its head for a few seconds at a time (Fiorentino, 1981; Griffiths, 1954; Sheridan, 1973; Shirley, 1933) . With the increase in muscle tone and attentional capability the infant begins to turn both its head and eyes toward light and sound sources (Sheridan, 1973) . Large, jerky movements begin to occur in the arms and, to a lesser extent, the legs (Sheridan, 1973) . Although the hands are mainly fisted, fingers fan out when the arms are extended (Sheridan, 1973) , a similar effect is also noticed in the feet and toes.
1-2 Months. The infant has enough muscle tone to lift and support its head when prone (Griffiths, 1954) and to begin to lift its chest (Shirley, 1933) .
The infant's ability to focus continues to improve, with acuity undergoing greatest improvement over the next month (Oates et al., 2005) . Color discrimination is already similar to that of an adult (Kellman & Arterberry, 1998; Peeles & Teller, 1975) , with contrast sensitivity increasing dramatically between 4 and 9 postnatal weeks (Norcia, Tyler, & Hamer, 1990) . The field of view also increases from around 20 at 6 weeks to 40 at 10 weeks (Tronick, 1972) . Visual searches are similar to adult levels, with more saccades and the majority of fixations now focused within objects (Maurer & Maurer, 1988) . The infant can follow moving stimuli to midline (Fiorentino, 1981) , although it still shows very little head movement during gaze shifts of up to 30 amplitude (Goodkin, 1980) .
2-3 Months.
The head is now mainly centered at rest (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) , and the infant has sufficient torque and control to lift its upper torso with arm support (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) . It can also roll from side to back (Griffiths, 1954) . The infant moves the head to assist visual search, making head movements about 25% of the time for 10 gaze shifts and all of the time for 30 gaze shifts (Goodkin, 1980) . It can now focus its eyes at midline, and begins to converge eyes on objects moved towards its face (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) . It can also follow slow-moving objects through 180 (Fiorentino, 1981) . Between 11 and 28 weeks infants show an increase in the amount of head movements made during combined eye-head smooth pursuit (Daniel & Lee, 1990) . Coarse stereopsis begins to emerge over the next 3 months (Oates et al., 2005) .
Limbs are now more pliable, with smoother and more continuous movements. Arm movements tend to be symmetrical, whilst legs kick independently (Sheridan, 1973) . The infant begins to reach with both arms, though mostly misses (Fiorentino, 1981; Shirley, 1933) . Hands are held loosely open, can be opened and closed at will, and can grasp objects placed in the hands (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) . However, the infant is seldom capable of regarding a grasped object (Sheridan, 1973) .
3-4 Months. The infant has sufficient muscle tone to hold its head and torso up, resting on its arms, and to sit with support (Griffiths, 1954; Shirley, 1933) . It also has more tone in its limbs, and generally improved control over its flexor muscles (Fiorentino, 1981) . There is an increased disassociation between movement in the upper and lower extremities (Fiorentino, 1981) . Thumb opposition begins (Bayley, 1936) .
The eyes now follow moving objects smoothly, using neck movements where necessary (Fiorentino, 1981) . Color vision and categorization are at an adult level (Bornstein, Kessen, & Weiskopf, 1976) , and symmetrical patterns are preferred (Fantz, 1963) . Preference for patterns with facial resemblance develops between approximately 10 and 15 weeks of age and, promptly thereafter, discrimination occurs according to facial features (Volpe, 2008) . Binocular vision and appreciation of depth appears by approximately 3 to 4 postnatal months (Atkinson, 1984) . These higher-level visual abilities reflect a change in the major anatomical substrate from subcortical to cortical structures (Cocker, Moseley, Stirling, & Fielder, 1998) . The retinocollicular pathway completes myelination at this time.
Around 3-4 months of age successful reaching movement occurs: these early movements are composed of a series of accelerations and decelerations described by von Hofsten and Lindhagen as multiple movement units that open the way to infant hand-exploratory behaviors (Ornkloo & von Hofsten, 2007; von Hofsten, 1982; von Hofsten & Lindhagen, 1979) . From birth, human infants are sensitive to another persons gaze as indicated in their preference to look at faces that have their eyes open rather than closed (Batki, Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Connellan, & Ahluwalia, 2000; Grossmann & Johnson, 2007) , but from 4 months the infant brain manifests enhanced processing of faces with direct gaze in comparison with averted gaze. Moreover, adults gaze has been found to facilitate object processing at a neural level (Reid, Striano, Kaufman, & Johnson, 2004) and that suggests that from this age, eye gaze as a social cue plays a very important role in influencing infant brain processes involved in attentional capacities, memory encoding, and learning-oriented behaviors (Nelson & Collins, 1991) . Later, with the development of anterior attention during the 1st year of postnatal life, more direct control of attention passes from the caregiver to the infant (Bush et al., 2000; Posner & Rothbart, 2000) , influencing and regulating emotional experiences.
4-5 Months. The infant has sufficient muscle tone and postural control to be able to sit upright with little support, rotate around the trunk, and reach forward (Fiorentino, 1981; Shirley, 1933) . It can also roll from side to side (Griffiths, 1954) , and from prone to supine (Fiorentino, 1981) .
Visually, the infant fixates more on itself, and can be distracted from viewing stationary objects (Fiorentino, 1981) .
The infant can reach forward with both arms and grasp objects in front of the face, using a palmar grasp with increased use of radial digits (Fiorentino, 1981) . Partial thumb opposition is in evidence (Bayley, 1936) .
5-6 Months. Posture has developed so that the infant can sit with head erect and back straight, although it still requires some support (Fiorentino, 1981; Griffiths, 1954; Sheridan, 1973) . Muscle tone is sufficient for it to bear weight on extended elbows, raise itself on extended arms when laying on its front, and pull itself to sitting (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) . It also begins to successfully roll from back to front.
The eyes move in unison, and watch falling objects to resting place (Sheridan, 1973) . Eye movements are all becoming more refined, as are accommodation reflexes, conjugate movements, and depth perception (Fiorentino, 1981) . The infant is visually insatiable, moving head and eyes to search for, and fixate on, novel stimuli. It will immediately fixate on small interesting objects and simultaneously reach for them (Sheridan, 1973) . It is also attracted to its own hands and feet. Two-handed grasping and reaching is predominant, but the infant may use one hand whilst holding an object with the other (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) . There is sufficient balance and control to enable reaching and grasping while seated, including for dangling and dropped objects (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) . The radial-palmar grasp emerges, and the infant is capable of passing objects from hand to hand (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) . It will also grasp its own feet. Wrist rotation begins to emerge (Bayley, 1936) .
Sound localization continues to improve, with the infant able to visually locate an audio source at a distance of 1.5 feet at ear level, although not in the midline (Sheridan, 1973) .
Leg muscle tone and control continue to improve. Alternating leg movements are common, and there is sufficient control to leg-grasp objects (Sheridan, 1973) . There is also sufficient tone to bear weight on the legs, but not yet enough postural control for unaided standing (Sheridan, 1973) .
6-7 Months. The infant can sit alone (Shirley, 1933) , and roll from back to stomach (Griffiths, 1954) . Thumb opposition is now complete (Bayley, 1936) .
7-8 Months. The infant has gained voluntary, disas-
sociative control over most of its movements, although they still require further refinement (Fiorentino, 1981) . It can sit unaided for a short time with its legs out in front, and half-kneel (Fiorentino, 1981; Griffiths, 1954) . Muscle tone is sufficient to enable the infant to pull itself to standing, and stand with flat feet, although posture and balance have not developed sufficiently for free standing (Fiorentino, 1981) .
The pincer grasp emerges, and infants may transfer objects bilaterally or unilaterally (Fiorentino, 1981) . Voluntary release of objects also emerges, but this is very crude (Fiorentino, 1981) .
Vigorous attempts are made at crawling (Griffiths, 1954) , but success may be limited to crawling on its stomach (Fiorentino, 1981) .
8-9
Months. There is active whole body movement.
Posture and balance are sufficient to be able to sit unaided for long periods, lean forward and turn to the side whilst reaching, and stand briefly with support (Sheridan, 1973) . The infant is capable of pulling itself to standing, but not lower to sitting (Sheridan, 1973) .
Hand-eye coordination is good, and the infant is able to reliably manipulate objects and pass them from hand to hand (Sheridan, 1973) . It can grasp small objects with an inferior pincer grip, and can point and poke at objects with a single finger (Sheridan, 1973) . However, the infant still cannot place objects down in a controlled way, only by dropping them or pushing them against a firm surface (Sheridan, 1973) .
There is fast audiovisual location at 3 feet from ear above and below ear level, except near midline (Sheridan, 1973) .
Further attempts are made at crawling, with some success (Griffiths, 1954) . Mobility is also achieved through rolling or squirming (Sheridan, 1973) . Held standing, the infant steps purposefully on alternate feet (Sheridan, 1973) . From this age important changes in the visual guidance of locomotion development occur in infant growth and influence exploratory activities (Adolph & Eppler, 1998; Adolph, Eppler, & Gibson, 1993; Eppler, Adolph, & Weiner, 1996) and perceptual exploration (von Hofsten, 2004 ).
9-10 Months. The infant shows independence in sitting, grasping, and releasing. It can twist, turn, pivot, and regain sitting balance (Fiorentino, 1981) . Standing is still achieved through pulling up on furniture (Griffiths, 1954) .
Small items are grasped using the pincer grip, and finger isolation emerges (Fiorentino, 1981) . More advanced hand use is demonstrated, with wrist extension and supination (Fiorentino, 1981) .
Crawling or ''bear walking'' on hands is now achieved (Fiorentino, 1981; Shirley, 1933) . The infant may walk with both hands held (Fiorentino, 1981; Shirley, 1933) .
11-12 Months. The infant can rise to sitting position from lying down without aid (Sheridan, 1973) . To stand, it still requires the support of furniture to pull itself up on (Shirley, 1933) . It may stand unaided for a few moments, and can let itself down again holding onto furniture (Sheridan, 1973) .
Stereopsis is now near adult levels, and the infant has good clarity in the center of the visual field (Hickey, 1977; Oates et al., 2005) .
Grasping of fine objects is facilitated by a neat pincer grasp between thumb and tip of index finger (Sheridan, 1973) . The infant uses both hands freely, but shows preference for one (Sheridan, 1973) . It can hold two cubes, one in each hand, simultaneously, with a primitive ''tripod'' grasp (Sheridan, 1973) .
Audiovisual location is immediate, in response to hearing tests at 3-4.5 feet from the ear (Sheridan, 1973) .
The infant can move around on the floor by crawling on its hands and knees, shuffling on its buttocks, or bear-walking (Griffiths, 1954; Sheridan, 1973) . It can sidestep whilst holding onto furniture (Griffiths, 1954) , and may walk forward with hands held, or possibly even alone (Sheridan, 1973) .
Development sequences for a humanoid robot
Although a great deal of development occurs in the prenatal stages, it is not entirely clear how very early fetal behaviors impact on the development of postnatal skills. This raises the problem of deciding on a start point for our robotic models: how much of the prenatal stage should be considered or simulated? There is (understandably) much less detailed evidence on prenatal observations of behavioral sequences and sensorimotor interactions in the literature, but some impressive computer modeling by Kuniyoshi and his colleagues has shown how synthesis techniques may start to shed light on this problem. Mori and Kuniyoshi constructed computer simulations of the fetus, complete with musculoskeletal components. A model was constructed consisting of a skeleton, muscles, spindles, tendon organs, spinal circuits, and a basic nervous system, all in an intrauterine environment (Kuniyoshi & Sangawa, 2006) . The resulting dynamics of the simulated neural-body system exhibited emergent motor patterns, producing meaningful motor behavior, all without any preprogrammed goal structures or coordinated control systems. This approach using minimally simple body models has been extended by Mori and Kuniyoshi (2010) to include tactile receptors and demonstrates the growth of somatosensory body maps through dynamic behavior. Related work (Fuke, Ogino, & Asada, 2007) on similar infant models has shown how tactile and motor images may be built up into a body image (or ego-sphere) by means of natural infant-like spontaneous activity. Of course, all such simulations can only be approximations of the full biological facts but this approach to modeling is very promising. The authors describe their methodology as follows: ''A constructivist approach to cognition assumes the minimal and the simplest set of initial principles or mechanisms, embeds them in realistic circumstances, and lets the entire system evolve under close observation.'' (Kuniyoshi et al., 2007, page 426) . This is the type of methodology that we also attempt to follow in designing algorithms that support the emergent development of autonomous growth and learning. While fetal simulations generate insights into the growth and organization of the early systems, we notice that at birth the motor system is primitive compared with some of the sensory systems, such as hearing, touch, and taste (vision being an exception). It seems that the in utero state facilitates some basic calibration of tactile and proprioceptive sensors, which are then ready for rapid exploitation and further development after birth. These are proximal sensors that detect internal or surface variables and generally relate to self movement. We also note that robotic hardware, unlike simulation models, is hindered by the limits of the available technology, and is currently unable to model realistic tactile surfaces or the growth of proprioception. For example, proprioception in most robots consists of simple rotary encoders that measure joint angles. For these reasons we take our start point to be at birth and then assume the existence of some very basic sensors (tactile, proprioceptive, and audio) that may need refining to varying degrees. We also assume a primitive motor action capability on each kinematic degree of freedom; this abstraction avoids the modeling of muscles and allows us to employ existing hardware motors and actuators. In other words, we do not model the growth of the physical aspects of the sensorimotor subsystems, but concentrate on their refinement and organization in producing increasingly advanced behavior.
Given these assumptions and approximations, the next step is to make a detailed analysis of the target robot platform. This requires us to define all the sensory, motor, and internal channels available, and also record their dimensions, parameters and significant variables. This gives a specification of the basic anatomy and potential of the target system. Of course, the more anthropomorphic the system is, the more scope it will have for modeling near human developmental processes, and so humanoid platforms are to be preferred. We use the iCub humanoid robot (Metta, Sandini, Vernon, Natale, & Nori, 2008) in this work, (see Figure 1) .
When the hardware is fully defined, a developmental sequence can be drawn up by mapping the prototype infant example onto the available modalities and subsystems. Using the data presented in the previous section for the first 12 months after birth we have performed such a mapping and produced a comprehensive multi-page chart of the general developmental possibilities for the sensorimotor systems of the iCub. Figure 2 illustrates part of the motor development sequence and a similar chart covering some of the visual development is shown in Figure 3 . For more detail see Law, Lee, and Hu¨lse (2010) .
As described in the previous section, infants gradually develop control of their limbs over time. This is reflected in Figure 2 as shaded areas, which get progressively darker as a skill improves (note that the termination of a shaded bar does not indicate the termination of that skill, but that it has been sufficiently completed as to no longer appear in the developmental literature). Abilities shown in the date column labeled Birth are apparent at, or very shortly after, birth; those shown in the age column labeled 1 emerge during the 1st month after birth, and so on. The sequence for motor development begins with the eyes, and progressively moves down the body, through the neck and arms, with torso and wrist control being refined last. The exception to this is the hands, which become active in the 1st month, but continue to develop until the 10th month.
We have proposed that the gradual learning of sensory and motor skills can be achieved through the modulating influence of a dynamic constraint network; we call this approach toward constraint-based learning LCAS, (Lift-Constraint, Act, Saturate; Lee, Meng, & Chao, 2007b) . Consequently the next step is to construct a set of possible constraint tables. These show the relationships between different constraints and when they are relevant in the developmental sequence. Figure 4 depicts a constraint structure for learning to coordinate eye, head, and body movements to fixate the fovea on a stimulus of interest. Here the development sequence consists of 13 stages, beginning with learning to saccade to a stimulus, and ending with the refinement of torso yaw as an aid to fixation. At each stage constraints are in place restricting the system to a limited number of functions. Each stage also has an associated saturation criteria that indicates when learning appears to have finished. Following an action, the resulting state may either be novel in some way, for example a new movement pattern is detected, or it may be be familiar through previous experience. We define saturation as the degree of scarcity of novelty, that is, high saturation indicates that novel events are extremely rare, and thus the given stage is asymptotically reaching full training.
When saturated, the behavioral sequence may progress by changing the current regime of constraints imposed on the system. We notice that there are two ways that constraints may be lifted. One way is by the gradual relaxation of a restriction, for example, by incrementally increasing the resolution, accuracy, or bandwidth of a channel. The alternative is a threshold effect whereby some critical skill level is reached allowing a new event for the first time. An example of this is seen when a behavior cannot be achieved until the necessary prerequisites are in place, for example a pincer grasp cannot be performed until the control of thumb opposition has been sufficiently established. We have previously demonstrated both of these cases in robotic experiments in Lee et al. (2007b) and Lee, Meng, and Chao (2007a) respectively. Figure 5 depicts a similarly derived constraints sequence for learning to reach. Notice that each constraint chart deals with a different skill development and may involve stages that are evident in other developments. Thus, stage 7 in Figure 4 , concerning torso movement, is also present as stage 6 in Figure 5 . This is important because any given behavior may be contributing to the development of several competencies simultaneously. This also highlights the dynamics of the constraints; they are not fixed in their order, nor are they simply triggered upon saturation. Some stages may be learned in parallel, and similar levels of development may appear in different orders. Importantly, the constraints do not directly initiate or control the developmental stages, but simply release more complexity to the learning processes.
Thus the constraint tables provide an overarching framework for understanding the inter-relationships between developing behaviors but they do not prescribe the control trajectory or the operation of any learning mechanisms. The relaxing or removal of the next available constraints from the table is determined by the global system state, which reflects the conditions that have become saturated. Thus stage transitions are emergent; their ordering and timing are not easily predictable. Indeed, the system may even regress to earlier stages when an action cannot be successfully learned due to gaps in the system's previous experience. For this reason any implementation may be expected to show noticeable local variations although the system as a whole should approximately follow the general developmental timelines.
It is obvious from the timeline that a number of constraints arise directly from the immaturity of the neonate brain. Such constraints are derived from the Figure 4 . Constraints architecture for staged development of visual fixation coordinated with eye, head, and torso movements. At each stage the system is constrained so that it only has access to systems marked d or x, where d denotes a system under development, and x is a fully developed system. limitations of immature neurological and physiological structures (Paterson et al. 2006) , for example, the low visual acuity, restricted focusing, and peripheral range of the newborn eye. Other examples of physiological immaturity include poor muscle tone and incomplete neural pathways. Despite their fixed nature, these internal restrictions still have a valuable role in functional development (Nagai, Asada, & Hosoda, 2006) . All these kinds of constraint are tightly bound to the biological stage of growth and are thus fairly independent of external factors and can be effectively measured in terms of a relative temporal framework. We call these type A constraints.
Other constraints can be influenced by external environmental effects as experienced through the sensorimotor systems and therefore may have more complex roles in development. Examples here include exposure to sensory patterns that accelerate perception, freedom to exercise muscle actions, and access to crossmodal stimulation. There are many experiments that have shown how the order of training on different sequences of experience can affect learning rates and the acquisition of competencies. We call these type B constraints.
These two classes of constraint can be treated differently in implementation on robotic models. The first constraints (type A) have fixed reference points and so can be programmed from a sequence table, such as those in Figures 2 and 3 , based on the infant timeline model we have developed. This should take account of not only the age of the infant but also the relative stage of biological development that has been reached. Thus a type A constraint might be lifted as and when a certain temporal milestone has been achieved, modified in terms of late or early development.
The lifting of the second (type B) constraints cannot be scheduled by a timeline model because they depend upon growth influenced by past experiences. The conditions for these constraints to be lifted are thus not fixed but must involve criteria based on dynamic system states and achieved levels of competence. Examples here include skills that can not be achieved until subservient component skills have been learned through experience, for example exploration is a prerequisite of fast spatial navigation.
7 Computational architecture for the study of developmental learning in humanoid robots
In this section we briefly outline the prototype of a computational architecture for developmental learning in humanoid robots. We have previously demonstrated the technique for autonomous staged learning (Lee et al. 2007a) and are currently constructing a system to automate a much more comprehensive demonstration on the iCub robot. This work is based on the infant development timeline as described above and draws on the results of a series of previous robotic experiments we have conducted on learning sensorimotor mappings for specific skills, such as eye saccades (Chao, Lee, & Lee, 2010) , visual search (Hu¨lse, McBride, & Lee, 2009a) , and hand-eye coordination (Hu¨lse, McBride, & Lee, 2009b .
Our model for unsupervised shaping (LCAS) attempts to discover regularities or structure in the sensorimotor systems under a given constraint regime. Having decided on a set of constraints, we use a motor babbling algorithm (Act) to actively provoke the possible contingencies and associations, both intra-and inter-modal. Any regularities in the sensorimotor modalities could be stored by various means (associative memories, self organizing maps, functional learning, etc.) but in the spirit of the minimal mechanism methodology (Kuniyoshi et al., 2007) and experimental transparency we use explicit two-dimensional topographical maps to record the emerging structures. For example, for eye movements a retinal map records the location of peripheral stimuli and an associated motor map contains the corresponding motor vectors required to drive the eye to foveate on the stimuli. These maps are built out of small patches, known as fields; these define local equivalence sets for very close stimuli. The discovered relations are stored by creating explicit links between the relevant fields in the image map and the motor map. We find these topographic structures effective as computational substrates while mirroring aspects of neural systems (Kaas, 1997) .
The Act algorithm is summarized as pseudo code in Figure 6 . Essentially this algorithm tries to repeat the occurrence of any new stimulus by repeating the motor act that appeared to be contingent with the stimulus. Those acts that are repeatably correlated with a stimulus are recorded in the mappings, shown here as {stimulus, act} pairs. (Note that this notation always allows cross-modal entries and that the {stimulus} component can include multiple sensory references.) The map fields can contain various properties including excitation values. New stimuli are initially assigned high excitation levels but all excitations decay with time. This provides a form of saliency for stimuli selection: the highest excited stimulus will be chosen for action and this is likely to be a repeated action until some other excitation level exceeds the current one.
These repetitions of stimulating acts tests contingency, and the sensorimotor associations stored in the mapping can be strengthened by incrementing a Hebbtype weighting. If there have been no novel events for some time then global excitation (the sum of all local excitation) will fall and there is thus no relevant action that can be taken. This is the situation where motor babbling is needed to perturb the environment and provoke some new experience (Iverson et al., 2007; Thelen, 1979) . There are two possibilities for motor babbling, either purely random action could be taken or previously used patterns could be tried. We arrange that the probability of babbling increases in inverse proportion to global excitation. Persistent very low global excitation suggests that growth changes have effectively ceased, that is, the relevant mappings have become saturated. At this point a constraint can be lifted and the cycle begins again.
This raises the question of the choice of constraints for lifting and how they should be scheduled or organized (Sonksen, Levitt, & Kitsinger, 1984) . Of course, a pre-prepared lifting schedule could be used simply by following tables such as in Figures 4 and 5 but, although useful for experimental testing purposes, this violates our goal of autonomy. We are investigating more automatic schemes where the conditions for constraints to be lifted are produced as emergent states during operation. This important issue of constraint organization will become clearer as we consider further aspects of our architecture.
Another question, closely relating to constraints, is how different sensorimotor modalities can be combined and integrated. Consider the example of an eye-hand system with three major maps: the image map from the retina of the eye; the gaze map for the eye fixation point; and the reach map of an arm that records the places the hand or end-effector can occupy. These are all spaces in the sense that each one models the spatial aspects of a particular sensorimotor system, however, they are quite different and distinct in their spatial structure. A two-dimensional retinal framework is necessary to direct saccades to bring the foveal area to fixate on a peripheral stimulus, as mentioned before. This subsystem needs to encode peripheral displacements and their corresponding (relative) motor vectors. By contrast, the gaze map records fixation points as locations in a larger (spherical) space defined in terms of eyeball (and head) positions. The gaze map can function as a working memory as objects can be remembered by maintaining markers at relevant locations. Finally, the reach space of a limb is a complex multidimensional space that is defined by the many degrees of freedom of the particular limb anatomy and mechanics. Nevertheless, we can make the assumption that the kinematic arrangements of the limb segments are of much less significance to the agent than the location of the hand (or limb end-point). This is the reach space of the hand, which has only 3 degrees of freedom and is spherical in form. Now these systems must cooperate during coordinated behavior. For example, if the eye notices a stimulus in a peripheral area of the retina it must rotate the eyeball to bring the gaze to fixate on the object; this involves a mapping from image map to gaze space. Next the arm can reach for the object but to do so the gaze location must be mapped into the reach space of the arm. (Note that these mappings are bidirectional. Thus they can be used to bring the hand to a location being viewed or they can be used to saccade to the location of the hand.)
The relationship between these maps is outlined in Figure 7 . The two mappings, retina-gaze and gazereach, are shown as dark boxes and these are learned through the Act algorithm. The light boxes are the retina, gaze, and reach spaces which are all two-dimensional maps (if depth variables-visual or reach-are required they are entered as properties of the fields in the maps). The gaze space is shown as consisting of two layers in order to indicate its additional role of memory of recent stimuli. This is a useful substrate where various additional mechanisms may be implemented, for example, eye scan path patterns, inhibition of return to recent stimuli, visual search and so forth.
We can now see the available options for applying constraints to this eye-hand system. Either all maps could be allowed to grow simultaneously (no constraint) or some could be allowed to develop fully before the others. The latter is a sequential process and can be structured by applying type A constraints. An example of such a constraint is seen in the infant timelines where the eye system becomes well developed before any reasonable reaching skills are attained. We have implemented this type A constraint simply by using vision alone: not until competent saccading behavior had been learned did we allow the arm systems to interact with the eye.
We have studied both types of constraints in implementations. Our work on type A constraints has focused on using thresholds on metrics, such as novelty and habituation, to trigger their removal in a semi-structured manner (Lee et al., 2007b) . Our work on type B constraints has explored the possibility of behavioral stages emerging internally when sufficient structure has been created to support another stage of behavior. In experiments on learning coupled mappings, where one map feeds into a second, we found that full learning the first map, before the second was allowed to develop, produced a slower process than when learning both together, even though errors had to be corrected (relearning) because the second map depends upon an accurate first mapping . We are continuing to investigate this type B emergence. This internal emergence effect, where apparent constraint lifting is achieved without external or programmed initiation, is important because it may serve as a key mechanism in staged behavior. A central question, for both behavioral and brain modeling, is how qualitative advances in behavior may be progressively generated without structural change in the underlying mechanisms. This means we need algorithms or models that do not change in themselves but their relationship with cumulative experience alters so that behavior advances into qualitatively new stages. We can illustrate this with some results from eye saccade learning. Figure 8 shows some results of applying the LCAS algorithm to the problem of learning the mapping between retinotopic space and gaze space. The figures show movements of the eyeball in terms of target locations on the retina; the aim is to bring a peripheral stimuli to the center of the space in one direct movement. During early learning there is no knowledge of the correct motor vector required and so a peripheral stimulus produces a Brownian type walk with the eyeball wandering about until eventually the foveal region is reached. But as soon as a small number of locations have been experienced and remembered (in the mappings) then when the random walk falls on these they go immediately to the center. A phase of behavior thus appears that displays saccades consisting of several eye movement segments. Finally, when most of the mapping is populated, a motor entry exists for most locations and (normal) single move saccades are produced.
We have observed similar qualitative growth for all other sensorimotor mappings, for example reaching begins as ''blind groping'' and develops through active probing to reach single directed movements toward targets. In this way we have explored stages 1 to 5 in some experiments (Hu¨lse et al., 2009a) , stages 6 to 8 in others (Geng, Lee, & Hu¨lse, 2011) , and are now working on the re-implementation of all stages 1 to 15 on an iCub humanoid robot. This shows how the constraints-based approach can be scaled up to fit robots with many more degrees of freedom, and with more sensing abilities, to generate rich behavior patterns by moving through stages of increasing competence.
Discussion
While the LCAS algorithm provides a general model for growth across a range of sensorimotor systems it is necessary to consider its scope and limitations. The algorithm can be summarized thus: ''If there is no current stimulus of interest then perform any action to provoke new sensory input. If a new or salient stimulus is present then execute the corresponding motor act using motor values from the {stimulus, act} mapping. Associations between the stimulus and action are either created or strengthened upon repeated contingency.'' Clearly, this covers all the sensorimotor mappings described here, as covered in Figure 7 , and it might be reasonable to conclude that the algorithm is limited to such kinds of low-level sensorimotor activity. However, it is important to notice that the {stimulus, act} structure is a general pattern that can includes compound {perceptual, activity} relations which can represent more complex behavior. An example is seen in play where a complicated sequence of activity becomes associated with a pleasurable or stimulating event. Elsewhere we have theorized that the LCAS algorithm can explain how motor babbling relates to play behavior and its close connection with intrinsic motivation (Lee, 2011) . In summary, the algorithm will need additional components for higher cognitive functions but we believe it is sufficient to provide the substrate for much of the six stages of Piaget's sensorimotor period involving important developments such as object permanence, causality, imitation, and play.
The value of this kind of robotic study for cognitive science may be seen in insights gained about the design of such systems. In particular, any conditions that are discovered as logical necessities for the robot model may have some equivalence imperative for cognitive systems in general and therefore reflect back for further theoretical study. For example, in Figure 7 the relation between the seen position of the hand and the felt position of the hand (gaze and reach spaces) can only be explored through some form of visual-kinesthetic correspondence. Consider that the eye system has developed accurate saccading with a well populated gaze space and the arm system has learned a range of motor commands for moving the limb, then prior to visually initiated reaching to a seen object there must be some establishment of correspondence between the visual location of an object and its reach location. Our Act algorithm builds this correspondence by matching seen movement vectors in gaze space with felt movement vectors in reach space, and it is difficult to envisage how else these two spaces could be coordinated. This produces a behavior known as hand regard when seen in infants. Hand regard is well documented, is seen in all infants from two weeks to five months, and has been observed in 12-day-old neonates (Fiorentino, 1981; Sheridan, 1973) . This ''watching movements of own hands'' is exactly the behavior needed if felt positions of the hand are to be calibrated with seen positions. Hence some kind of visual regard of the hand is logically necessary for the establishment of visually guided reaching, at least in robotics and this may also be true for infants (White, Castle, & Held, 1964) . It seems inconceivable that hand-eye coordination could be hardwired neurally, as the individual differences in body shape, eye and optical properties, and muscle variation could not be known beforehand, that is, before birth. Blind infants also display hand regard but this behavior does not last so long and many blind children fail to develop full reaching abilities (Fraiberg, 1968) .
A closely related issue concerns the phenomenon of sensitive periods. Many animals have stages of development where they are more susceptible to external events than at other times. In lower animals this can be fairly rigid (imprinting) but in human infants there is more plasticity and much complexity (Bornstein, 1989) . Such sensitive periods during development of visual function in infancy are well recognized; for example, visual acuity and binocularity (Berardi, Pizzorusso, & Maffei, 2000) where an abnormal relation can become entrenched due to a fault occurring during a sensitive period while a calibration was being established. Conversely the early studies into maturational effects showed that no amount of training would accelerate a development if it was not applied at the right stage (Gesell & Thomson, 1938) . This psychological emphasis on timing or relevant windows appears to have close connections with the idea of shaping under constraints and further investigation may shed light on both their influences on the production of staged behavior.
Conclusions
From the work described above we have come to view development as a strong guiding principle for autonomous robot learning. We hypothesize that development must entail the following features: an enactive, motorcentric approach, (one consequence of which, motorbabbling, may be observed); the capture of any reliable sensorimotor contingencies (e.g., in the form of mappings); the recognition of constraint, of both types A and B, as a valuable self-organizing principle; and the recognition that a flow of development through the body, (most likely controlled by type A constraints), in a preferred direction (e.g., cephalocaudal-ears, eyes, head, body, arms, etc.) is an effective way of managing the complexity of the task of learning to control such complicated systems. Consequently, research on developmental learning for robots must take better account of infant development and should draw from the large psychological, biological, and medical literature. While the robotics research literature often acknowledges the findings of Piaget and others, we believe that more attention to the finer subtleties of development will prove essential in providing a rich understanding of robot shaping that will have wide applicability.
The ''embodied intelligence'' approach to building artificial cognitive systems argues that the nature of the physical hardware of a robot is an essential factor in determining both its behavior and the extent of its cognitive abilities. In addition ''developmental robotics'' dictates that early experience provides a vital grounding for later competencies. Taken together, we see that to approach even approximate human levels of cognition and learning we should work towards models of developmental learning on robot platforms with humanoid structure. This article has described part of our research in a program that is working towards full scale demonstrations of autonomous cognitive growth on an iCub humanoid robot.
We have produced a detailed infant development timeline as a reference chart and illustrated how it can be used. The value of such road maps for robotics has been recognized by other researchers (Cangelosi et al., 2010; Grupen & Huber, 2005) but much further work on the fine detail and close convergence between developmental psychology and computational modeling is needed to explore the design of these algorithms and discover the subtleties of human cognitive growth. Unlike computational neuroscience, where neural structure often suggests isomorphic models that are readily mapped into computer simulations, computational models of development have a long way to go. But the huge gap between psychology and algorithmic models is well worth exploring and, like computational neuroscience, may similarly prove very productive.
A central concern of our studies is to understand the role of constraints in development and how qualitatively different behavior can emerge without structural change as development progresses. The connections between constraints, stages, sensitive periods, and other influences are complex yet fascinating. In the long term, we believe such methods will mature into useful principles for various robot designs, as the approach does not prescribe the very detailed level of sensorimotor properties but allows the system to discover these. We also hope that some of the models and algorithms currently being explored by this new field will shed some insights on relevant issues in cognitive science. Her main interests concern atypical cognitive and learning profiles in very young children affected by developmental delays and early signs of autistic syndromes, and the improvement of early intervention programs designed for these special populations. Address: Dipartimento di Neuroscienze dello Sviluppo, Universita`Campus Bio-Medico di Roma, Italy. E-Mail: a.tomassetti@ unicampus.it.
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